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The C-I as one of the world's best 
pre-amplifiers. 

Forget for a moment the miracle of Sonic 
Holography 

Concentrate on one of the best pre-amplifiers 
on the market today. 

Accurately amplifying the infinitesimal output 
of a moving magnetic phono cartridge (with its 
varying impedance and capacitance) while match-
ingthetheoretical RIAA equalization curve built 
into every master disc is the true determiner of a 
pre-amplifier's "sound." We start with two sepa
rate extended-curve phono stages utilizing the 
quietestmultipleemittertransistors intheworld 
The result is virtually no cartridge interaction. Zero j 
normalized phase shift Zero group delay. Noise 
performance within one dBof the theoretical limit 
of real-world cartridges No slew limiting No over
load Unmeasurably-lowTIMdistortion. In fact, its 
output can drive virtually any load No matter how 
resistive; no matter how capacitive. 

Manyesoteric pre-amplifiers would stop here, j 
makinga name forthemselves ]ust on theelabo-
rate technology we have incorporated into the | 
C-l's phono stage I 

But we paid close attention to the following 
stages, designing out group and phase delay to 
the pointthat, driven with real-world musical 
inputs and driving real-world loads, the C-l has 
an input tooutput null in excess of 86dB. That 
means a watt of output signal tracks the input 
signal with such astonishing precision that just 
0.OOOOOOO0OO25 I % of the output signal is imper
fect, a level absurdly lowerthan the molecular 
level ofyoureardrum 

Included isa precision, infrasonicfiltercircurt 
to cut power robbing, destructive cone flutter 
Infrasonics are caused by a combination of "real 
world" phenomenon such aswarped records 
fmost are), floorvibrations (many do), direct drive 
turntable resonances (almost all do) and acoustic 
feedback from high listening levels (do you?) The 
result isvisiblecone flopping, especially in sys
tems with vented speakers Amplifier power is 
wasted and obvious distortion occurs Careful 
research has shown that 12dB/octave allows 
maximum elimination of subsonics without 
inducing loudspeaker group delay which can 
become audible with sharper (18dB/octave) 
filter circuits. 

Next we added a set of variable turnover tone 
equalization controls, allowing general room and 
speaker adjustment. By providing variable "turn
over" points for both bass and treble controls, we 
allow you to change the "shade" as well as the 
intensity of shelf equalization And of course the 
entire tone control section can be removed from 
the signal path at any time for instant sound 
comparison 

A good preamplifier should also be the total 
nerve center of your stereo component system So 
wewerecareful to include five important switch
ing features besides source selection. 

Not only can you operate two tape decks 
through the C- l , you can dub from one to the other 
without reconnection 

A special external processor loop allows you to 
add outboard devices without engaging a tape 
monitor circuit. A stereo/mono switch lets you 
check speaker and signal source phasing 

Finally, instead of simply providing a powered 

headphone outlet which cuts out speakers when 
you plug in, we designed a speaker defeat switch 
which lets you select speakers, headphones 
or both. 

Put quite simply, the specifications, features 
and performance of the C-l pre-amplifier should 
place it in the SI 000 to $3000 price range Yet it is 
surprisingly affordable AND includes the amazing 
art of Sonic Holography which makes the C-l 
worth any price 

The C-l as your gateway to sonic 
holography. 

Think of a TV dinner; now think of a seven-
course French meal with wine. 

Think of shaking hands, now think of making 
love 

That's the sensually-stunning leap beyond con
ventional stereo that Sonic Holography provides. 

We're not exaggerating While the best you can 
claim from good stereo is that it "images between 
the speakers," Sonic Holography expands that 
postcard of sound into a magnificent cycloramic 
mural 

Wider than your speakers. Higher than your 
speakers. 

Extending around you, closer than, yet many 
feet deeper than your speakers. A true three-
dimensional stage. 

The difference between a porthole and a picture 
window. 

How does Sonic Holography work? Snap your 
fingera few feet from your right ear. That single 
"sonic event" resulted in two "sound arrivals" 
One to your right ear and one at your left ear. The 
two sounds differ at each ear by frequency dis
tribution, time of arrival and sound pressure level 
and that's how you can tell where the sound came 
from. Now while ALL sound events in real life 
result in two sound arrivals, conventional stereo 
bombards the ear with FOUR sound arrivals: two 
per speaker per ear, a muddled and completely 
different set of cues than your ear-brain system 
has learned to process overa millenia of evolu
tionary adaptation. 

Put simply. Sonic Holography CANCELS, in the 
air and acoustic space around you, two of the four 
sound arrivals, restoring stereo program sources 
to a much more lifelike form which our ear-brain 
system can process realistically. 

High Fidelity magazine said it "seems to open a 
curtain and reveal a deployment of musical forces 
extending behind, between and beyond the 
speakers." 

Julian Hirsch of Hirsch-Houck Labs noted, 
".. .the effect strains credibility." 

Hal Rogers of Popular Electronics observed 
that, ". when the lights were turned out we could 
have almost sworn we were in the presence of a 
real live orchestra." 

All with two ordinary stereo speakers and the 
C-l 's Sonic Hologram section. 

Since two fundamentally different miking 
techniques are used for modern recording 
(naturally-spaced and multi-mike/mixdown), two 
different modes are provided. Theoretical and 
Normal. 

Quite frankly, while Sonic Holography works 
with virtually any speaker system, it requires pre-
ciseattentionto initial speaker placement. This 
initial set-up is made easier by detailed, lucid 
instructions and rewards the listener with a quan
tum leap in sound reality, whether you fancy Lizst 
or Led Zeppelin. 

No matter how many years you have spent 
bui ldingupyoursystem.youwil l have doubled its 
effectiveness in a matter of hours with the C - l . 

Which should you buy the C-l for: A great 
pre-amplifier or a one-of-a-kind miracle? Why 
quibble. You get them both along with superb 
design and a strong 3-year warranty in the remark
able C-l from Carver. 

Specifications 
Phono Inputs, RIAA ±0.25 dB "extended" RIAA 

curve, overload 1 lOmVat Ik Hz; High Level In
puts, Freq. resp. 5Hz-200K Hz + l-3dB, Infrasonic 
filter, Tone, Hologram OUT; Infrasonic Filter, 
12dB/octave below 20Hz, f3 = 15Hz; Noise, Phono 
1,82dB, IHF-A, below 5mVrmsat IK Hz, Phono 2, 
86dB, IHF-A, High Level, 96dBV, IHF-A, below 
I Vrms, Hologram, 92dBV, IHF-A, Infrasonic Filter, 
95dBV, IHF-A, Tone 96dBV, IHF-A; Distortion 
(worst case) THD, 0.05%or less, below 3Vrms out, 
(typical case, see text paragraph 5), IM (CCIR or 
SMPTE), 0.04% or less, TIM, unmeasurable; Sonic 
Hologram, Image Resolution, 5°horizontal , 20° 
vertical in Theoretical Mode; Dimensions 
19x3.5x10"; Weight, 61b (2.7 kg) 
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